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It doesn't have to be a large amount. $2 a
day can make a significant impact.
However, we've found the most effective
daily amounts are within the $3-$5 range.

Do people ride bikes year-round? Is it
safe?
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What level of cash incentive seems to
move the needle for new bike
commuters?
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Yes absolutely! Even in places with less-
than-ideal winters boast high bike mode
splits, like Portland OR (7.2%) and
Minneapolis (around 5%). To compare,
most cities in the U.S. clock in at about a
1% bike mode split. And biking is safest
when cities install infrastructure to protect
cyclists -- like protected bike lanes, bike
boulevards, and bike paths/trails.
Unfortunately, the U.S. is experiencing
increased bicyclist/pedestrian fatalities,
largely due to the preponderance of large
vehicles (like SUVs) and distracted driving.
Read more on that here.

What tools are you using for riders to
report their rides to the employer?

Here are the main contenders, but new
tech comes out all the time. If you found
something that works for you or your
company, please drop us a line!

How have bike theft trends been
changing recently?

Here's a helpful infographic for that.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/22/us/pedestrian-cyclist-deaths-traffic.html
https://bikesmakelifebetter.com/bike-tracking-tech/
https://bikesmakelifebetter.com/bike-tracking-tech/
https://blog.project529.com/529-by-the-numbers-infographic/
https://blog.project529.com/529-by-the-numbers-infographic/
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If daily paid parking was required AND
small cash incentives were offered for
bike commuting, there would be a
bigger result.

San Mateo city is paying folks who upload
to Strava!
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That's a Texas-sized 10-4. :)

Indeed! Check out details on that program
here.

Hi Anna, We used $20 per month with
free tuneups monthly. Two solutions.

Thanks Brian -- Rubrik has amazing bike
perks; thanks for sharing!

Do you have any advice on how to
validate bike commuters are actually
biking to work?

Similar to the above, check out this
resource.

Not a question but with more people
working from home using empty office
space for bike parking could become
an enterprise.

Agree! :)

Monthly "Bike to work" day?

We think monthly Bike To Work Days are a
great idea; especially since riders are able
to socially distance on bikes!

I work at a tech company in the Bay
Area and am looking to create an
intercampus bike program. Have you
offered support with companies to
create a program like this?

Yes, we've built campus bike programs for
Apple and many other companies. Glad to
talk about options.

https://commute.org/shuttle-city/10-uncategorised/492-bicycle-to-work-reward
https://bikesmakelifebetter.com/bike-tracking-tech/
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How would you motivate someone to
bike if the individual is physically out of
shape?

Do you have any data on what percentage
of bike riders are using ebikes?
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For current e-bike stats, check out the
People For Bikes library.

We also know that e-bike sales are
growing. According to The Verge, "E-bike
sales jumped by an incredible 91 percent
from 2016 to 2017 and then another 72
percent from 2017 to 2018 to reach an
impressive $143.4 million, according to
the market research firm NPD Group.
Sales of electric bikes in the US have
grown more than eightfold since 2014."
Also: "Deloitte, predicts that 130 million e-
bikes to be sold globally between 2020
and 2023. It also noted that “the number
of e-bikes on the roads will easily
outpace other e-vehicles by the end of
next year.” (The Verge)

Biking is a personal choice, and we
recognize that not everyone is able to ride a
bike for whatever reason (health, parental
responsibilities, etc). Our favorite antidote
for those that think they can't bike due to
physical limitations or health reasons, is to
start them out on a e-bike. Electric bikes
can make long distances and climbing hills
a breeze! If an e-bike isn't an option, it
comes down to taking small steps and
working up to a longer ride or commute.
We hear stories all the time from people
who never thought they'd be in good
enough shape to ride a bike, but found that
over time riding became easy, even fun.
They lost weight and gained a newfound
love for cycling. Check out one of those
stories here.

https://peopleforbikes.org/our-work/statistics/statistics-category/?cat=e-bike-statistics
https://www.theverge.com/2019/12/16/21016306/electric-bike-ebike-sales-us-numbers-deloitte-cars
https://stanfordresearchpark.com/blog/2018/leia-mehlman-bike-commuter-profile
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How are companies
enforcing/managing the interval
strategy for managing locker room
capacity?

With Covid, have you seen companies
with inter campus bike programs require
employees to sanitize bikes after use? If
not, how do they ensure there is no
transmission after usage with multiple
employees using the same bikes?
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Locker rooms are about distancing in both
time and space. Where air cleaning
(through open doors and windows and/or
HVAC) is good, it may be possible to use
most of the lockers (instead of only 1
locker/6 feet.) But in any case, maintaining
spacing between simultaneous users will
look more like shopping in a small store --
managing ins and outs to stay under the
capacity maximum for the space, and
marking out the space inside to keep
people at 6 feet. For most spaces it will
require masks as much as possible. It's still
early days for people returning to locker
rooms, but these standards will likely
remain.

Most bike programs plan to operate in sync
with building operations: regular sanitizing
of the bikes combined with good signage
and access to sanitizing wipes and/or hand
sanitizer. Signage lists the sanitizing timing
and other specifics of the program. In our
systems, high contact surfaces on bikes
(and vehicles used to move them) will be
disinfected each time they arrive in our
warehouses. Our staff wears gloves and
masks at all times.


